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2 UPPER MANTLE STRUCTURE

3 Guust Nolet
4 Geosciences Azur, Sophia Antipolis, France

5 Definition
6 The upper mantle is defined as that part of the mantle
7 between the crust and the phase transition of g-olivine to
8 perovskite. The total mass of the upper mantle is 1.06 �
9 1024 kg, about a quarter of the total mass of the mantle.
10 Its volume, 2.95� 1011 km3, is a third of the total volume
11 of the mantle.
12 Until the discovery of a major transition near 660-km
13 depth, the uppermantlewas better known as Bullen’s “layer
14 B,” extending to 400-km depth. A sharp gradient or discon-
15 tinuity in seismic velocity causes a bend in the travel time
16 curves of P-wave arrivals near 20�, such that the slowness
17 drops from more than 12 s/deg to 10 s/deg. This phenome-
18 non was observed as early as 1931 by Jeffreys, who cor-
19 rectly adopted a suggestion by J.D. Bernal that it
20 represents a high-pressure modification of olivine. The
21 modern notion of the upper mantle actually extends into
22 Bullen’s next layer, “layer C,” which has now been aban-
23 doned as a physically meaningful subdivision.
24 The depths to the top and the bottom of the upper man-
25 tle cannot be given precisely because they depend on the
26 region. The Mohorovičić discontinuity marks the transi-
27 tion from the crust to the upper mantle, with a density
28 jump of the order of 10%. It is found at very shallow depth
29 near ocean ridges where oceanic crust is formed, but
30 extends to more than 70-km depth beneath the Himalayas
31 and the Andes. The “transition zone” between upper and
32 lower mantle is marked by the transition of olivine
33 (Mg2SiO4) to its polymorph b-olivine (Wadsleyite) near
34 410-km depth to g-olivine near 520-km depth and finally
35 to perovskite (MgSiO3), which occurs near a depth of

36660 km, but with variations of�20 km depending on tem-
37perature and composition, and possibly with variations
38more than twice that large for narrow areas inside hot
39plumes and cold slabs. A typical temperature estimate
40for the phase transition gives a temperature of about
411,600�C. The upper mantle is one to two orders of magni-
42tude less viscous than the lower mantle, and its electrical
43conductivity is much lower, with the possible exception
44of regions of partial melt.
45The upper mantle itself is subdivided into several depth
46regions, characterized by their differences in density,
47mechanical properties, and/or seismic velocity:

48Lithosphere: A strong layer with a viscosity of the order
49of 1021 Pa s and a thickness typically about 80–150
50km, though it may exceed 200 km beneath old cratons,
51representing the rigid “plates.” The temperature gradi-
52ent is superadiabatic. The geotherm in the lithosphere
53connects the low temperature at the bottom of the crust,
54600–900�C under continents but as low as 250�C in the
55oceans, to the (approximately adiabatic) temperature in
56the asthenosphere (1,200–1,300�C).
57Asthenosphere: A mechanically weak layer with viscosity
58of the order of 1019 Pa s, characterized by a drop in
59S velocity and possibly also in P velocity. This layer is
60present under the oceans and the younger part of conti-
61nents, but its existence beneath the oldest cratons is
62uncertain. It may contain a small degree of partial melt.
63Lehmann discontinuity: A positive velocity jump named
64after Inge Lehmann who first observed this feature
65beneath Europe and North America near 150-km depth.
66It is generally interpreted as a sharp boundary
67representing the bottom of the asthenosphere, but not
68globally observed (Gu et al., 2001).
69“410-km” discontinuity: A globally observed jump over
70a narrow depth interval in seismic velocity, marking
71the transition from the a ! b phase of olivine near
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72 400-km depth. This transition occurs at a temperature of
73 about 1,400–1,450�C.
74 “520-km” discontinuity: Predicted by the phase diagram
75 for olivine, which transforms to the g phase under cer-
76 tain temperature conditions, this gradient in seismic
77 velocities is occasionally observed.

78 Reflections or refractions from other depths have been
79 observed – such as the “Hales discontinuity” within the
80 lithosphere – and are occasionally attributed to a global
81 physical or chemical transition, but a lack of consistency
82 between such observations makes it more likely that the
83 observations should be explained as wave energy returned
84 from three-dimensional structure rather than from
85 a discontinuity that represents an omnipresent layering.
86 Early regionalized refraction studies of the upper mantle
87 already showed a marked variability in P and S velocity
88 with depth. Surface wave studies, which are the preferred
89 tool to investigate layers of low velocity, indicate minimum
90 S velocities as low as 4.05 km/s under the western USA,
91 4.09 km/s under the East-African Rift, and 4.14 km/s under
92 the Pacific ocean, but body waves show a minimum Vs as
93 high as 4.63 km/s under the North American craton.
94 The Lehmann discontinuity is observed in few regional
95 models, but it is present in the Preliminary Reference
96 Earth Model (PREM) (Dziewonski and Anderson,
97 1981), which shows a major velocity increase in Vp of
98 7.1% at 220 km. By way of compensation, PREM has
99 only a minor increase of 2.6% from 8.90 to 9.13 km/s at
100 the “410-km” discontinuity. This, however, disagrees with
101 all regional observations and reveals a major shortcoming
102 of the reference model PREM. In fact, the variability in the
103 velocity jump at 410 km is not very pronounced in the
104 early refraction models. Typically, Vp in such models
105 jumps about 5%. An average over seven regional models
106 gives a Vp jump from 8.78 � 0.06 to 9.26 � 0.03 km/s,
107 where the uncertainty represents 1 standard deviation.
108 The jump in Vp at 660 km over the same set of models is
109 roughly 4%, but more variable than that at 410 km: from
110 10.22 � 0.20 to 10.72 � 0.10 km/s. Near 660-km depth
111 model, PREM is in agreement with regional studies.
112 Though the regional models based on refracted waves
113 provide the most accurate estimates of absolute velocities,
114 the velocity–depth relationships represent horizontal
115 averages over thousands of kilometers. We know that
116 velocity variations exist over length scales much smaller
117 than that. New tomographic techniques are able to delin-
118 eate such variations and allow us to image them.

119 Tomographic techniques
120 Knowledge of the three-dimensional upper mantle struc-
121 ture comes from tomographic techniques, notably:

122 � Transmission tomography of bodywave delay times for
123 both P- and S-velocity structure
124 � Inversion of the splitting of normal mode frequencies
125 by lateral heterogeneity, for long wavelength heteroge-
126 neity in both P and S velocity

127� Phase or group delay tomography using surface waves,
128primarily sensitive to S velocity
129� Imaging of waves reflected or converted at discontinu-
130ities (“receiver functions”), sensitive to the depth loca-
131tion of such discontinuities

132For an extensive overview of transmission tomographic
133techniques, see Rawlinson et al. (2010). Each of these
134techniques has seen important progress in recent times.
135Ray theory is being replaced with first-order scattering
136theory that allows for the modeling of the frequency-
137dependent dispersion in delay times. Single station (or
138“single channel”) stacking of converted or reflected
139phases is being replaced by multichannel techniques, in
140particular Kirchhoff-type stacking along diffraction
141hyperboles much as one does to migrate seismic sections
142in exploration seismics (see Bostock, 2009).
143Seismic tomography allows the mapping of “anoma-
144lies,” or deviations from a regular layering of the upper
145mantle. The most remarkable anomalies are listed here:

146Subduction zones and the associated low velocity structure
147in the mantle wedge can be very clearly imaged because
148of increased seismicity when actively subducting. The
149observed velocity anomalies are consistent with average
150(cold) temperature anomalies of several hundred degrees.
151Oceanic ridges are mapped best with surface waves,
152which leave the exact depth extent as well as the tem-
153perature anomaly somewhat uncertain.
154Cratonic roots were originally detected through the large
155negative delay times they cause for S waves, consistent
156with a cold lithosphere (as much as 400� colder than
157oceanic lithosphere), but the depth extent is mapped
158using teleseismic surface waves. In the tectosphere
159model of Jordan (1981), the high density induced by
160the cooling is compensated by a chemical composition
161that is depleted in basaltic components.
162Upper mantle plumes are rather narrow anomalies in the
163upper mantle, but can be imaged adequately using body
164wave delays as well as surface wave observations from
165field deployments of portable seismographs. The veloc-
166ity anomalies are consistent with temperature anomalies
167of 200–300�C inferred from petrological studies.
168Topography of the “410”- and “660”-km discontinuity is
169globally imaged using underside reflections of waves
170such as SS. This involves some geographic averaging
171but topographic anomalies of 20 kmormore are observed.

172These anomalies are all visible in the variations of isotro-
173pic velocity variations. There is strong evidence, notably
174from the birefringence of SKSwaves, that the seismic veloc-
175ity in the shallow part of the upper mantle depends locally on
176the propagation direction of the wave; under favorable cir-
177cumstances, this could in principle allow the mapping of
178mantle flow, since the crystal structure is assumed to align
179itself to the flow direction. However, at present there is little
180agreement between different tomographic models of anisot-
181ropy, partly because the SKS information is insensitive to
182depth, while the crustal correction, which is badly known,
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183 is in itself as large as the signal from anisotropy in surface
184 waves (Ferreira et al., 2010).

185 Global models
186 Becker and Boschi (2002) review a large number of global
187 tomography models of the mantle, and construct average
188 models from a small selection of global models.
189 The map views displayed in Figures 1 and 2 illustrate
190 the global features that are present in the upper mantle:
191 old continental shields (Canada, Scandinavia, Western
192 Australia, west and south Africa) are characterized by high
193 S velocities down to depths of about 250 km. These anom-
194 alies extend to more than 400 km in the maps of P velocity,
195 but P-wave delay times lack the depth resolving power that
196 the surface wave data give to the S tomography. The oce-
197 anic ridges extend at least to 150-km depth in the
198 S-velocity maps (Figure 2). The oceans are generally char-
199 acterized by low S velocity throughout much of the upper
200 mantle, with the exception of the S Atlantic and the west-
201 ernmost Pacific. Plume-like anomalies, with a high degree
202 of vertical continuity in the upper mantle, are visible in the
203 P-velocity model beneath Hawaii, Society Islands (Tahiti),
204 the East-African rift area (Afar). For a proper imaging of
205 plumes, tomographic techniques that correct for the effects
206 of diffraction around small or narrow anomalies are more
207 suitable. Figure 3 shows models PRI-05 for P and S veloc-
208 ity in the upper mantle from Montelli et al. (2006), which
209 clearly show a number of narrow upper mantle plumes.
210 Underside reflections from the upper mantle discontinu-
211 ities allow the depth variations to the “410-” and “660-km”
212 discontinuity to be mapped globally. This has most recently
213 been done by Houser et al. (2008) using precursors to SS
214 waves (Figure 4).

215 Regional models
216 Regional studies are able to offer a better resolution than the
217 global efforts, certainly when using data from large and
218 dense seismic arrays such as Skippy (Australia), USArray
219 (USA), or HiNet (Japan), but also using temporary deploy-
220 ments of portable seismic arrays. Efforts to image the upper
221 mantle beneath them have led to very precise images of sub-
222 duction zone structure in particular. Figure 5 shows the slab
223 subducting in the Fiji–Tonga region.
224 Though this slab image is continuous down to 600-km
225 depth, slab geometry in the upper mantle is very variable.
226 Whereas some slabs remain for at least some time lodged
227 in the transition zone others have no trouble sinking
228 through the phase transition barrier at 660-km depth, with
229 a negative Clapeyron slope and an increase of as much as
230 two orders of magnitude in viscosity (Fukao et al., 2001).
231 Avery different fate of subducting slabs is shown for the
232 now inactive Farallon subduction beneath western North
233 America, where the former Farallon plate is slowly
234 disintegrating, letting mantle rock flow through major rup-
235 tures such as the “slab gap” in Figure 6 (Sigloch et al., 2008).

236Outlook
237It is now clear that the simple, layered, models of the upper
238mantle are inadequate to explain many of the dynamic
239processes we observe at the Earth’s surface. The resolving
240power of tomographic techniques is still growing because
241of theoretical improvements and the densification of seis-
242mic networks. The coming decades will undoubtedly
243reduce the high degree of nonuniqueness that still plagues
244tomographic images, and allow for more reliable estimates
245of temperature and anisotropy. New instrumentation will
246open up the oceans for dense seismic observations.
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Upper Mantle Structure, Figure 1 Model pmean, an averaged mantle model for the P velocity from Becker and Boschi (2002),
plotted at six different depths in the upper mantle. The contour interval is 0.5%.
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UpperMantle Structure, Figure 2 Model smean, an averagedmantlemodel for the S velocity from Becker and Boschi (2002), plotted
at six different depths in the upper mantle. The contour interval is 1%.
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PRI-S05

PRI-P05

Upper Mantle Structure, Figure 3 Models PRI-P05 (P velocity) and PRI-S05 (S-velocity anomaly) at a depth of 350 km (left) and
600 km (right). The color scale ranges from –1.5% (red) to +1.5% (blue) in P velocity and�3% in S velocity. Upper mantle plumes show
as narrow quasi-circular slow anomalies in red (From Montelli et al., 2006. With permission from the AGU).

660 Topography

410 Topography
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Upper Mantle Structure, Figure 4 The depth variations to the
“410-” and “660-” km discontinuities, with respect to 410 and
650 km depth, respectively (From Houser et al., 2008. With
permission from the AGU).
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Upper Mantle Structure, Figure 5 A west-to-east cross section through the Tonga subduction zone crossing the trench at 19S,
173W shows the subducting slab as a continuous feature down to 600 km depth (blue positive anomaly), and coinciding with the
deep seismicity (circles). The negative velocity anomaly above the slab represents most likely the effect of dehydration. Active
volcanism on Fiji and Tonga is indicated by black triangles. Also indicated are the Central and Eastern Lau Spreading Centers (Zhao
et al., 1997).
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Upper Mantle Structure, Figure 6 A view from the north-east
at the subducted Farallon slab beneath western North America
shows major ruptures that allow mantle rock to flow around it,
such as the “slab gap” indicated by the broken line. The slab itself
is delineated by a surface with an anomaly of +0.4% in P velocity
(high velocity anomalies associated with the lithosphere are not
mapped). The location of Yellowstone, another suspected
passage of hot mantle rock toward the surface, is indicated by
the arrow. Numbers along the axes indicate depth in kilometer,
latitude, and longitude (negative for West). Color shading
indicates depth. The plate boundaries between the North
America, Pacific, and Juan de Fuca plates are indicated as purple
lines at the surface (Figure courtesy Karen Sigloch).
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